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EPIMORPHISMS IN THE CATEGORY OF ABELIAN

/-GROUPS

F. D. PEDERSEN1

ABSTRACT.     By choosing the mappings for a category of  i-groups care-

fully, some significant categorical results are obtainable.   The intent of

this paper is to investigate the reasons why epimorphisms in the category

of I -homomorphisms between abelian ^-groups are not "onto" functions.

Introduction.   It was observed by D. Topping [5] that the category of all

/-homomorphisms between /-groups contains no injectives.   In view of this

result, P. Conrad [2] showed that  in a more restrictive category (defined by

N.   Popa,   1965) the essentially closed /-groups are the injectives.   Thus,

by choosing the category carefully, some significant categorical results are

obtainable.   The intent of this paper is to investigate the reasons why epi-

morphisms in the category of /-homomorphisms  between abelian /-groups are

not "onto" functions.   The definitions for the categorical notions are taken

from Freyd, Abelian categories.   §1 contains definitions, examples, and some

results concerning epimorphisms.   §2 discusses the relationship between epi-

morphisms and archimedean extensions.    §3 considers an extension of an /-

group  G to another /-group H  so that the extended epimorphism to H is an

onto function.   As a consequence of this extendability, certain types of  l-

groups are shown to have the property that all epimorphisms are onto functions.

1.   For clarity of the exposition, the terms /-homomorphisms and /-iso-

morphisms are used when referring to functions from the theory of /-groups;

morphisms, monomorphisms and epimorphisms are used when referring to

functions from the category.

Definition 1.   Let i.  denote the category of all /-homomorphisms between

abelian /-groups.

Definition 2.   A monomorphism f 6 X.  is a morphism  /: G —>  H  such

that if g: L —> G, h: L —> G and f og = f ob, then h = g.

Definition 3.   An epimorphism f £ i.  is a morphism f: G —> 'I such that

if g: H —» L, h: H —» L  and h af = g of,  then /; = g.

Definition 4.   An isomorphism f 61  is a morphism /: G  —*H  such that
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there exists  g: H —> G  such that g o/= z'.-.

The reader can easily verify that the classes in question are categories;

monomorphisms are one to one /-homomorphisms, and isomorphisms are /-iso-

morphisms.   If / e X  and / is a monomorphism which is also an onto /-homo-

morphism, then / is an isomorphism.   If / £ X.,   then the first isomorphism

theorem is true; i.ea, if fiG) denotes the image of G in  H,  then   G/kif) is

/-isomorphic to /(G) [4, Theorem 7, Chapter 2],

The following two examples illustrate that, in general,.epimorphisms are

not onto /-homomorphisms and that this may or may not depend on the orders

involved.

Example 1.   This is an example of an epimorphism /ei  which is not

onto as an /-homomorphism.   It is also an epimorphism in the category of

homomorphisms between torsion free groups.   Let  G = 2/  and  H = I where  /

is the set of integers   with their natural   order.   Let f: G —> H  by fix) = x.

Consider g: H —> L and h: H —> L  such that   g of = h of.   g(2) = /;(2) =

2/5(1) = 2g(l).   Thus,   2(g(l)- h(l))= 0.   Since   L  is torsion free,   g(l) = h(l),

and  g - h,  since the values of g(l) and h(l) determine  g and h.

Example 20   This is an example of an epimorphism /ei which is not

an onto  /-homomorphism and is also not an epimorphism in the category of

homomorphisms between torsion free groups.   Let   G = \m\j2; m £ l\ and H

= {re + m\j2: re, m £ l\.   Use addition and the natural order on both  G  and  H.

Define /: C —> H  by f(m\/2) = m\j2.   Let  g: H —> L  and h: H —> L  such

that  g o / = h o /.    Since  H  is archimedean,  g(x) = 0 for some  x > 0 implies

that g is the zero function.   Therefore, we may assume that g  and  /)   are

monomorphisms.   Without loss of generality we may also assume that g(W)

and hiH)  are subgroups of the real  numbers.      Using   [4, Proposition 2,

Chapter 4], it follows that g  and  h  are of the form rx for some real number

r.   Since  g  and /;  agree on V2,  they are equal.   To see that / is not an epi-

morphism in the category of homomorphisms between torsion free groups, de-

fine h  and g  as follows:

g(re + m\/2) = re,        hin + m\/2) = 0.

Note that g  does not preserve order.

The following propositions point out a few facts about epimorphisms,

some of which will be used in later sections of this paper.

Proposition 1.   // / £ £ and f is an epimorphism from  G  to  II,   then the

convex hull of fiG) is equal to  H.

Proof.    Denote  the  convex hull  by   [/(G)].    Let   a   be  the  natural

/-homomorphism from  H to  W/[/(G)1    Let  </>  be the zero function from  H  to

H/[/(G)].    d> o/= a of which implies that  (p = a or that  // = [fiG)\

Proposition 2.   // / is an epimorphism from   G to H,  /el,   and II =
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H, EB H,,  then the composition of f and either projection map is an epimor-

phism from  G  to H..

Proposition 3.   If f £ X.  is an epimorphism from   G  to H  and G = G. EB

G2,   then H = [/(Gj)]  EB \f(G 2)\

Proof.   Let   0<x e [/(Gj)] n [f(G2)\    Since /(G+) = /(G)+,  there exists

0 < z, y  such that f(z) £ /(Gj)+ and f(y) £ /(G2)+ and x < f(z). /(y).    Thus,

/(z)   A fiy) > x.   Therefore,  /(z A y) > x > 0 which implies that x = 0.   Since

l/(Gj)] EB [/(G,)] is a convex /-subgroup of H which contains fiG), H =

[/(Gl)] EB [f(G2)\

Proposition 4.   // D  is the divisible closure of the l-group G and D has

the natural order extension from the order on  G,   then the identity from  G to

D  is an epimorphism.

Proposition 5.   // / is an epimorphism from  G  to   H,  and D and D    are

the divisible closures of G and H,   respectively, then there exists g: D —>

D' such that g\G = f.

Proof.   Define g(x)- f(nx)/n  where n  is the least positive integer such

that nx £ G.   g is well defined since  G is torsion free.   If y £ G,  then g(y)

= fiy).   Let gix + y) = f(n(x + y))/n, g(x) = fimx)/m,   and giy) = fiky)/k.   Let

s = l.c.m.ltt, m, k\.     Since  / is a homomorphism it follows that sf(nix + y))/n

= /(s(x + y)\   sfimx)/m  = /(sx),    sf iky)/k = fisy).    Thus,  sgix + y) = sgix)

+ sgiy) or sigix + y) - gix) - giy)) = 0.   Since  D' is torsion free, we have

that gix + y) = gix) + giy).    The   order preserving properties of g follow in

a similar  manner.

2.   In order to obtain some connection between the order on  H  and the

/-subgroup /(G) where   / is an epimorphism from  G  to  H,  we consider the

archimedean classes of H.

Definition 5.   For two positive elements x  and y,   x is said to be ct-

equivalent to y  (denoted by x ~ y) if there exist two positive integers n

and  m  such that x < ny  and y < mx.

Definition 6.   An /-subgroup  G of  H  is said to be a-equivalent to  H if

for all  0 < x £ H there exists   0 < y £ G   such that x ~ y.

From a paper by P. Conrad [ll, it is noted that if /(G) is an a-equiva-

lent /-subgroup of H, then there exists an /-isomorphism o from the lattice

of all convex /-subgroups of /(G) onto the lattice of all convex /-subgroups of H.

Theorem 1.   // /: G — H  is an epimorphism,   / e Jc,   and if f is an epi-

morphism in the. category of homomorphisms between torsion free groups, then

H  is an a-extension of f(G).
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Proof.   Suppose that  H  is not an tf-extension of /(G).    Then there exists

a positive  x in  H  such that no y  in /(G) is a-equivalent to x.    Let  D de-

note the divisible hull of H.   Consider /   = i of where  i is the identity

from  H to  D.   f    is an epimorphism in the category of homomorphisms be-

tween torsion free groups.   Consider D as a vector space over the rationals.

Let  S    denote the subspace of D generated by x.   Let  / (G) denote the sub-

space of  D generated by f'iG).   Suppose that  S   Cl /'(G) is not the zero sub-

space and let z be a nonzero element in S    <X f (G).    bz = ax tor a  and  b

integers,   dz - y  for some y £ f'iG) where  d is an integer.   Thus,  dax — by

which contradicts our choice of x.   Choose a basis for / (G) and extend it

to /'(g) + S    with the addition of x.   Then extend this basis for f'iG) + Sx

to the space  D.    Let g be the homomorphism which maps  x  to zero and y

—> y tor all basis elements y ^ x.   g will agree with the identity homomor-

phism on  /'(G).    This is a contradiction to /   being an epimorphism.

Definition 7.   An epimorphism  g: A —> 8  is an  a-epimorphism if g is

also an epimorphism in the category of homomorphisms between torsion free groups.

Note that Theorem 1 implies that for any  a-epimorphism g: A —» 3, g £

1, B  is an archimedean extension of giA).

3.   Throughout this section all the morphisms will be from 1.

Definition 8.   (B, a) is a completion of A  if  a; A —> 3  is both a mono-

morphism and an  a-epimorphism.

Definition 9.    (A,  a) is an epicompletion of A   if

(i)   (A, a)  is a completion of A,

(ii)   for all a-epimorphisms /: A —> 3,  there exists a completion  iB, 8)

of 3 and an "onto" morphism /.' .4—3 such that the following diagram commutes:

a-jU-b

A-L+B

Definition 10.   An /-group G  is epicomplete if all a-epimorphisms  /:

G —» H  are onto functions.

Proposition 6.   // (A,  /3) is an epicompletion of (A, a),   then  (A, f3 o a)

7S an epicompletion of A.

Proof.   Since / is onto, / is an «-epimorphism, and can be extended to /.

A—L-+B

A -A
A—!-+B

/3  I     ̂  S'j
a—L+E
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Proposition 7.   In the following diagram,   /3 o a = n o fi.

A        > A

a i    ̂ -^     1 T

A > A

Proposition8.   A^A.

Proof.   From the diagram and conclusion of Proposition 7, it follows

that  tt is onto since   p o a is onto.   Therefore  tt is an isomorphism.  Suppose

there exists g £ A\/3(A).    Then there exists z eA   such that  77 o/3(z) = 77(g).

Since  77 is a monomorphism,   /3(z) = g.    This contradicts our choice of g.

Therefore,  fi is onto and  A ~ A.

Proposition 9.   // (A, a) is an epicompletion of A,   then any  a-epimor-

phism f: A —► C is an onto function.

A   f >C

P \    „    j*
A—^C

Proof.   Let  c e C.    There exists g £ A  such that / o /3(g) = A(c).    Since

the diagram commutes,  A o fig) = A(c).    A is a monomorphism; thus,  fig) - c.

The previous material presented in this section has not considered the

question as to whether A   will exist for a given /-group A.    A partial answer

to this question will be stated in Theorem 2.   The existence of epicomplete

/-groups is established in Corollary 2 to Theorem 2.   Needed for the proof of

Theorem 2 is a result of   P. Conrad's  which is given below along with its

accompanying diagram.

Theorem 4.1   [l].   Suppose that  G is a divisible abelian l-group,   A is

a plenary subset of I AG) and V(A, # g) = V.    Then there exists a fixed

l-isomorphism  (p of G  into  V such that if G    is any divisible a-extension

of G,   then  </> can be extended to an l-isomorphism of G    into  V.

G'-*Uv(A, G'S/G'BXL'

ui rf V(A, Rs)
G-±^V(A,  G%/Gl)JJ^r

Theorem 2.   If f: G —> H  is an a-epimorphism, then there exist represen-

tations for G and H,   V(A', R g) and V(A, R g),  respectively  (a and fi are

embedding maps which go with the choice of A    and A),   and an "onto"

morphism f so that the following diagram commutes:

G-->H

V(A', RS)-L^V(A, Kg)
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Proof.   Using Proposition 5, assume that   G   and  H  are divisible.   Since

the construction of the embedding for a divisible abelian /-group into a

\/(A,  R g) is to be used explicitly in this proof, a preliminary outline is given.

A  plenary  subset A  is chosen from the root system  T^G).   T^G) is the

collection of all regular /-ideals of  G.   A choice of a Banachewski function

tt is used to construct the /-isomorphism.   The mapping  tt is a mapping of

all subspaces of  G into itself such that for all subspaces  A   and  B  of  G,

(i) G = A © rriA),  and  (ii) if A C 3,  then  rriB) C ?t(A).    The embedding map

<p from  G to  ^(A, G /Gg) is defined by

d>ix)s = Xg + Gg    where x = Xg + eg, i.eG     and eg e 77(G).

The extension from  V(A, G  /G g) to   V(A, R g) is made by using the exis-

g ,
tence of an o-isomorphism from  G /Gg to a subgroup of the real numbers.

The proof of Theorem 2 will be reduced in the following way.   According

to the diagram given with 4.1, let /(G) = G  and  H = G .    Then the following

diagram is commutative:

fiG)_i_yH

jjTOC* JTV-'ooi'

V(A, R8)    »•   >V(A, Rg)

The existence of / now reduces to exhibiting the existence of / , a, A ,  and

A  so as to complete the following diagram:

G-L-y/(G)

y(A\ R^-L^XJiA, Rg)

The choice of  A comes later, and then Theorem 4.1 will give  tt o </>.   So the

problem reduces to finding an /   which will be onto.

To further reduce the proof, let  y be the /-isomorphism from  G/K to

/(G) where   K is the kernel of / and  y(x + K) = fix).    The composition of the

natural homomorphism  6 from  G to  G/K with the function  y will equal /.

Therefore, we may consider the following diagram:

G-9--► G/ K-1-► /(G)

V(A', RA-L-^viA, Rs)-J-^viA, Rs)

Now, with the choice of A, tt o cp will be given by Theorem 4.1, and we need

only exhibit an /    which is onto.

Choose  A ,  a plenary  set for G,  such that g 4 K implies that there

exists a value  G § of g  in  A'  such that  G X K.    Let  A = |G g e A': G g X K\.

Then,  A = lGg/K: Gg £ A\   is a plenary set for   G/K, and  A is, by construc-

tion, an upper class of A .   Moreover,   K = \g e G: g does not have a value

in  Ai.
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Let  a'; G —> V(A', G ,'Gg) be the embedding function constructed from

the Banachewski function,   77.   Define  r': G/K-> V(A, (G S/K)/(G g/K)) by

r'(g + K)g = (g g + K) + G g/K.   Note that   r'  is an embedding since

G/K = (GS® tt(GS))/K ^GS/K® 77(GS).

Define g: V(A\ G S/G g) -> V(A, (Gl/K)/(G s/K)) by giv)s= (g g F K) + Gg/K

where  Ws = gg + Gg for each 8  £ A.   For each coordinate  <5 e A,  this is the

natural mapping of G  /Gg onto  (G  /K)/(Gg/K).    Thus,  g  is an   /-homomor-

phism, and r  o 6 = g o et..

g
Let h g   denote the natural    o-isomorphism  between   G   /G g   and

(G /K)/(Gg'K).     Let  t^  denote an o-isomorphism between G  /Gg  and  Kg.

The composition  /. ° />g      is an  o-isomorphism from  (G   /K)/(G g/K) to  Kg.

Let  r   = />^   o / ,,   and the following diagram commutes:

Gs/Gs^X^GS/K)/(Gg/K)

r, t2

Kg-i-^Rg.

The function /" is constructed in the obvious manner using the above dia-

gram.   Furthermore, /" is onto.   Thus, the existence of / has been established.

Corollary 1.   // G  is an l-group and A   is a plenary set for G   such that

the embedding map  tt of G  into  V(A, R g) is an a-epimorphism, then there

exists an epicompletion of G.

Corollary 2.   V(A, Kg) is an epicomplete   l-group.
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